Our vision.
„Our goal is clean and affordable energy for everyone.“
Christoph Ostermann, CEO sonnen GmbH
Worldwide facilities.
Who we are.

sonnen ...

...Global market leader for lithium iron phosphate batteries

...Operator of the world’s largest electricity sharing platform

...One of the fastest growing technology companies in Germany

...Multiple national and international awards

...More than 30,000 battery storage units installed worldwide

...More than 120,000 people supplied with electricity from renewable energy sources
Market leader for energy storage systems 2017 in Europe.

Source: EuPD Research
sonnen.

Innovative energy services

1. Solar 24/7
   - I am producing my own green energy
   - My House, my car, my heating and all my appliances run on solar energy 24/7
   - I have reduced my electricity bill by 75%

2. sonnenCommunity
   - I am connected within the sonnenCommunity for 100% clean electricity supply
   - All my devices (Solar, battery and controllable loads) are connected to the sonnenCommunity
   - For sharing my excess electricity with the sonnenCommunity & providing Services I get electricity for free

3. Usability/Control
sonnenFlat.

Solar 24/7 + sonnenCommunity = 0 € Electricity bill

Largest distributed network of residential households in the world to provide Grid and Energy Market Services

- Provide Grid services for TSO/DSO
- Balance Supply & Demand (e.g. with Time-of-Use-Shifiting) within sonnenCommunity